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ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS OF LICENCE TO OCCUPY A STUDY-BEDROOM IN A STUDENT HALL 

  

 

 

These conditions apply to students occupying a double studio or a twin-room and are in addition to those contained in the 

Conditions of Licence to Occupy a Study-bedroom in a Student Hall (the ‘Licence’).  All definitions used in these conditions are the 

same as those found in the Licence.   

 

1 The Licence refers to You being soley responsible for 

cleaning charges or damage to Your Room or the fittings 

(except for damage caused by Us or reasonable wear 

and tear).  If Your Room is a double studio or a twin-

room,  these costs will be charged to whoever is 

responsible if they are identifiable.  If they are not 

identifiable, reasonable charges will be made equally to 

both students who occupy the Room (except any loss or 

damage caused by Us, or reasonable wear and tear). 

 

2 The Licence says that We may ‘at any time require You 

to share the Room with another student (of the same 

sex)’.  This will not apply to double studios or twin-rooms 

unless You are the only occupant of that Room. 

 

3 The Licence says that You are allowed one overnight 

guest (who must be over 18) for a maximum period of 

two consecutive nights in any one week, and for a 

maximum of six visits per term. In addition, as an 

occupant of a double studio or a twin-room, You are 

only allowed overnight guests if the other student (if any) 

who shares the Room with You agrees to that guest 

staying overnight. 
 

4 If You occupy a double studio jointly with another 

student, You are both jointly and severally liable for 

the Hall fees.  This means that if one of You does not 

pay for any reason, we can ask the other for 

payment.   
 

5 The Licence provides that in certain circumstances 

You will not be liable for further Hall fees if You leave 

and can find a suitable replacement.  If You occupy a 

double studio or a twin-room with another student 

and You or they decide to leave, the replacement 

must be suitable not only to Us, but to the remaining 

occupant of the Room.  You should bear in mind that 

It is therefore very unlikely that if only one of you 

leaves, a suitable replacement will be found.   
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